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This is the story of
Kuchi and her friends.
Kuchi studies in class
five and is good in
studies, but that is
because she pays
attention in class. What
she really loves is to
have fun and hang
around with her friends.

And boy, what a bunch
they are. Quite a mix.
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Then there is Ali, the
cricketer who is famous
for being naughty.

First there is Badri, the
bookworm, who is famous
for making formulae.
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Then, Sunil, the ‘mummy’ who
is famous for being a singer’s
brother. (He is called mummy
because he stays mum most
of the time! And perhaps
also because he is full of
wisdom — like a mummy. But
he doesn’t hesitate to speak
if required.)

Then, there is Chehek the
pilot, who loves cycling. She

is an expert at flying
paper aeroplanes in the
class. If the teacher
catches her, she
gets turned out of
the class. Then

she starts
searching for
aeroplanes in the sky!

The five are great friends. They study in the same class
and play together in the evening. Kuchi also has a sixth
friend– a special one, who usually comes to meet her in
the night. This special friend is a secret. No one knows
about her, but you will get to know in a while. 3
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It was like any other day in
school. Kuchi came in to see
that Ali had come early to
play cricket in the school
playground. He was batting
and was talking loudly as usual.

And then his ball
hit one window.
Quite expected
from Ali. Yet again,
he was taken to
the principal’s
office and then
…ooof …the usual
stuff.
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Badri was in class trying to
finish off his comic.
Sunil was again telling
stories of his sister’s
stage performance.

Only Chehek, the pilot
hadn’t come. The classroom
was so clean without her.
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But the other
four missed
her.

They did not
see her in the
evening at
their usual
place.

“Something
must be wrong,”
they thought.

All four
decided to go
to her house to
find out.
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Chehek was at the door. “What
happened? Why did you not come to
school today?” asked Kuchi. Chehek
looked sad. “Mom is not well. I
couldn’t get ready in time for school.
She could not even make breakfast
today…”

Just as Chehek said this, they heard
a sound of someone coughing inside.

 “But, what happened to your
mother?” asked Sunil. Chehek
continued to be quiet and sad.
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He persisted, “Why are you
quiet? Tell us what happened to
your mother?” Then Chehek
replied, “Papa has asked me not
to tell anyone.” Ali wouldn’t buy
that. “Anyone means everyone
except friends. You got to tell
your friends. We promise not to
tell anyone else”.

Chehek gave in. “I overheard
Papa tell Grandma that Mom has
probably got TB. That’s when I
got to know that her brother
had also died of TB. He used to
cough blood.”
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Badri asked, “Does your mother
also cough?” “Yes, mom has been
coughing for a long time and
today morning she even coughed
blood”. Chehek started crying.
“Papa was saying he will send me
to my aunt’s house”. No one
knew how to console her. Just
then the door opened and
Chehek’s father called for her.
“Chehek!” Again they heard the
cough. “Khon-khon”. Chehek
went inside.

The friends
returned,very sad.
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That night, in her bed, Kuchi sat
thinking. “All of us will miss
Chehek. She too will be sad to
go. More than that, what will
she do without her mother? Will
her mother really die?”

Just then Kuchi’s special friend
appeared: Mishti fairy. Mishti
knows magic. She keeps playing
magic tricks and Kuchi has so
much fun.
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As soon as she came that night she
reached out for Kuchi’s toys.She took
out Bo-Bo the bear’s ears and put it on
Molly the doll and gave Molly’s ears to
Bo-Bo. Molly looked funny
with her big and
hairy ears and
Bo-Bo looked
equally
hilarious.

Kuchi would have
laughed on any
other day but not
that day.
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Mishti tried again. She took out Kutta the dog’s
tail and put it in Biggie the elephant’s ear. She
hid the dog and said to Kuchi,  “See Kuchi, Biggie
was not listening to Kutta so Kutta jumped into
his ears. Only his tail is left hanging outside”.
Kuchi did not laugh.

Kuchi broke her silence.
“Chehek’s mother is not
well. She probably has TB.
Chehek’s father is going to
send her to her aunt’s
house. And her mother is
going to live for only a few

days”. Mishti appeared
quite unperturbed

on hearing this.
“Don’t worry,
Kuchi. TB is
curable”. Kuchi
didn’t seem to
believe. “Kuchi,
haven’t you
heard of
DOTS?”

Now Mishti was concerned.
“Is something on your mind
Kuchi? What’s up?”
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“Well, what
is DOTS?”
asked Kuchi.

“Oh, I hear of TB and DOTS in so many countries
across the world. Even in your country, DOTS is
available. You can go and ask in any government
health center about DOTS.” Kuchi tried to
absorb all this. Mishti continued, “….but I will
tell you this - TB has a definite cure. Chehek’s
mother will be fine”.
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Kuchi started thinking:
‘There is a government
dispensary on the way
to school. Surely they
will have information
on DOTS’. She was
relieved. She smiled
and started playing.
She tried to pull
Kutta’s tail from
Biggie’s ear, but it was
stuck fast. Instead,
Kutta jumped out from
the other ear. He then
took Biggie’s tail and
went away. Poor Biggie
was left standing
without a tail. He of
course had Kutta’s tail
hanging from his ear.
Kuchi laughed and so
did Mishti.

Finally it was time for Mishti to
go. “Time for me to go Kuchi,
but don’t be sad. Tell Chehek
also not to worry. TB has
a definite cure. Go and
find out about DOTS.”
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“We can find
out about

DOTS from
the

government
dispensary”.

Ali, the
cricketer said

with
characteristic

loudness, “Wow!
You’ve hit a sixer Kuchi.

Let’s go today after
school”

All four found it difficult to
concentrate on studies.

Next day, in school, Kuchi couldn’t wait to tell
the others. During the break, finally when they
had an opportunity to be together without

the fear of being overheard by
anyone, Kuchi told Ali,

Sunil and Badri that
TB has a definite

cure and that
is DOTS.
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When school was finally
over, they ran with
their bags. On the
way, Badri started
thinking aloud,
“Who will we talk
to in the
dispensary?”

At first everyone was quiet. They looked
at each other. Ali broke the silence, “Let
us see who we meet there.” It was good to
have someone with that much confidence.
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The first person they
met in the dispensary
was a nurse. She
looked a little stern.
“What do you kids
want?” she asked. Not
wanting to annoy her,
Ali and Badri spoke
quickly.

Ali gushed, “TB!” and
so did Badri, “DOTS!”

She was a little
surprised, but asked
softly, “Does someone
you know have TB?”
“Our friend’s mother,”
said Kuchi. “You can
send her here.” And
with that the nurse
started to go away.
But Ali still had one
question. “Will she get
well again?”
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The Nurse replied,“We use DOTS
here – a definite cure for TB”.

The children were delighted to hear
this. They had reached the right
place! And that brought more
questions.

Kuchi asked, “What is DOTS?”

The nurse was quite surprised with
the questions. “Why are you kids
asking so many questions?”
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The nurse began to understand.
“Hmmm….So, that is what is bothering
you. Let’s go into this room and talk.”
She led them into a small corner room
in the dispensary. Ali looked around and
solemnly pointed to the various bottles
and jars on the shelves. The dispensary
had taken away some of his loudness.
They all pulled chairs and sat down.
Now the nurse started asking
questions. “What exactly has happened
to your friend’s mother? How do you
know she has TB?”

Sunil who had been mum
till now spoke at last.
“Our friend is afraid
that her mother will
get seriously ill and she
will have to go to her
aunt’s house.”
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The nurse was concerned. “Oh! She
should surely be examined for TB.
You people were right in coming here.
Anyone with cough for 3 weeks
should get examined for TB”.

Badri, the bookworm asked, “How
does one get examined for TB?”

“That is simple. The sputum that
comes out with cough is examined.
And it is examined 3 times,”
answered the nurse.

20

Sunil said,“She has cough for
quite some time and now she
has started coughing blood”.
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Badri repeated again. “3 weeks
cough = 3 sputum examinations over 2 days.”

Ali had to tease Badri now. “Badri, does this look
like a maths formula to you?” Kuchi did not have
patience with them. “Please tell us about the
treatment also.” The nurse was quite amused. “Have
some patience. I will tell you everything. You are
students. Don’t you want to know the complete

formula?” So saying she smiled
at everyone and they all
laughed.

Slowly Badri repeated after her, “Cough
for 3 weeks means 3 sputum
examinations.”

The Nurse was quite impressed with his
intelligent questions and with the way he
was trying to learn up all the answers.
“Yes, that is right. And 3 sputum
examinations are done over 2 days.”
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Ali had more questions, “I was going to ask you how do you
find out that a person has TB by examining his sputum.”

The nurse explained, “TB is caused by a bacteria. If a
person with TB has cough, then the TB-bacteria can come
out in his sputum. So when we examine the sputum under
the microscope and if we see TB bacteria, it means the
cough is because of TB. Now isn’t that smart and simple.”

Ali couldn’t resist another question, “The same microscope
that we have in school?” “Yes, of course, that same
microscope that helps us in seeing very small things,” the
nurse said, amused.

Sunil, the wise mummy, had been following each word very
carefully. He asked a very pertinent question. “You said
that if a person with TB has cough… Does that mean TB can
be without cough also?”

Nurse was impressed again. “You kids ask clever questions.
It is true that a person can suffer from TB without having
cough – for example, if TB is of joints, glands etc. But most
TB causes cough, as it mostly affects the lungs.”

Kuchi was the most practical of them all. She wanted to
know what was to be done for Chehek’s mother. She asked,
“So shall we tell our friend’s mother to get 3 sputum
examinations done?”

“Yes, definitely,” said the nurse

Kuchi asked,“And if you see TB-bacteria in her sputum…?”
22
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“If we see the TB-bacteria in her
sputum, we will put her on
treatment.” She paused and
added, “If we don’t see the TB-
bacteria, we will give her some
other medicines. If she still
doesn’t get well, then we will get
an X-Ray of her chest.”

Now Badri asked,“Can’t we do the
X-Ray first?”

Nurse smiled, “No, my dear
mathematician! Follow the formula
- cough for 3 weeks should be
examined with 3 sputum
examinations. Sputum examination
shows you the TB bacteria. Doing
sputum examination is smart and
simple”.
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Ali now had something more to
tease Badri about, “Badri, don’t
forget your own formula.”

Kuchi had to
admonish him.
“Stop teasing
him.”

“Yes, stop
teasing him.
Kuchi wants to
hear about the
treatment,”
said the nurse.

She had
guessed right,
for Kuchi said,
“Yes, please.”
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Nurse continued. “Treatment is easy. Few things should be
remembered. Treatment is for at least 6 months and that
too without interruption.

Ali exclaimed,“6 months!”

Badri too was surprised, “Half a year!”

Nurse just shrugged her shoulders, “What of 6 months- it
is a definite cure.”

Kuchi was thinking of Chehek’s mother.
She said, “If it is a definite cure and saves life, then 6
months of treatment is worth it.”
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Nurse resumed, “Treatment for TB has to be for a minimum
of 6 months – without interruption.” Turning to Badri, she
asked, “So now, our mathematician, has the formula gone
further?” Badri was only too eager. “3 weeks cough = 3
sputum examinations over 2 days. If TB is confirmed, then
treatment is for at least 6 months without interruption.”

Nurse had taken over the role of teacher and was very
pleased that her students were doing so well in her class in
the dispensary. “Great! There are some other things
regarding treatment. The medicine has to be taken in front
of a health worker or a volunteer.”
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Sunil asked, “Why is the medicine to be
taken in front of someone?”

Nurse explained, “Remember, the medicine
has to be taken for at least 6 months. There
is a chance the patient will forget to take
medicines. Moreover, after a few days of
treatment, the patient starts feeling well
and then the chances of forgetting to take
the medicines increases. Patients often stop
their medicines altogether. And stopping
treatment mid-way makes TB worse. So the
worker helps the patient take medicines for
the required time”.

But what Kuchi wanted to know was “Who will
help Chehek’s mother?”

The Nurse said, “I see. Your friend’s name is
Chehek.”

Kuchi really regretted it. She told the nurse,
“Oh, please don’t tell anyone. She had
forbidden us to tell others. Her father will
get very angry with her.”
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Nurse reassured them, “Alright. I
will keep your secret,” she said
with a wink. “Where does she live?
How far is her house from here?”

Ali said, “It’s not far. It’s near.”

The Nurse continued, “Then
Chehek’s mother can come to this
dispensary to have her medicines.”

Sunil couldn’t believe it. “You mean she can have
her medicines in front of you? You will help her in
completing her treatment?”

Nurse asked smilingly, “Isn’t that a good idea?”

Ali spoke, “No its not good…..”
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Everyone looked at him incredulously. But Ali
had more coming. “No it’s not a good idea. It
is an excellent idea.” Everyone had to laugh at
Ali. He could be really naughty. Just then a
man peeped into the room and greeted the
nurse.

Nurse asked him “How are you Ravi? Did you
collect your sputum examination report?” Ravi
looked very cheerful. He said with a chuckle,
“There are no more TB bacteria in my
sputum.”

The Nurse turned to the children and said,
“Ravi has completed 6 months of treatment.
To make sure that he is cured, we tested his
sputum again for bacteria”. Ravi added rather
proudly, “And the bacteria have disappeared.”
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Sunil said to the nurse admiringly, “You do make sure
that the treatment is successful.”

Ali answered him. “Didn’t she say in the beginning that it
is a definite cure”.

Ravi joined in. He too pulled a chair. “It is indeed a
definite cure. Look at me. Can anyone guess I had TB?”

All children had been rather surprised to know that he
had TB. He seemed quite healthy. “No. No way.”

Badri said, “Meaning zero money.”

Ravi smiled, “DOTS is a
definite cure for TB and
that too free.”
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Kuchi asked, “But what exactly is DOTS?

Nurse replied, “All that we talked is DOTS. DOTS is the strategy for diagnosis and treatment of TB.”

3 sputum
examinations
over 2 days.

So then
DOTS means…3
weeks of cough

should be
examined
for TB.

Treatment is to
be taken for at
least 6 months –

without
interruption.

Medicines
have to be

taken in front
of someone.
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Nurse was happy. “Great. You kids have got it
absolutely right.”

Kuchi asked, “One last question please. Does TB
spread from one patient to another? First
Chehek’s uncle had it. Now her mother has TB.”

Nurse had an answer to that too. “Well kids, the
bacteria that the TB patient coughs out can be
breathed in by another person. These bacteria
can then cause TB in this second person.
Therefore, it is important that a person with
cough of 3 weeks gets sputum examination done
early and is started on treatment early so that
the bacteria disappear fast. Second, while
coughing, the mouth should be covered with
cloth. That is good manners also, isn’t it?”
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Finally all questions were answered & Kuchi said,“Thank you so
much. It seems certain that Chehek’s mother will also get well.”

Nurse smiled, “You can tell Chehek’s mother to come and meet
me. My name is Leela.”

All the children thanked her. “Now, our friend will not have to go
to her aunt’s house. We will all be together,” saying this they
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As soon as they come out, Sunil said, “Let’s go straight to
Chehek’s house and give her the good news.” Said Ali,
“Yes, let’s tell her we will continue to have fun.”

Sunil reminded him, “Don’t forget her
aeroplanes will continue to land on your
cricket pitch and spoil it.” But Ali didn’t
seem to mind today, “That’s OK as long as
she stays with us.” Badri couldn’t let go of
his turn to tease Ali. “You mean you won’t fight with
her if her aeroplanes land on your cricket pitch?”

Everyone laughed. It seemed such a nice day.

came out of the dispensary. They had already taken too much of her time
and her patients were waiting.

Ali said,“No, I swear, I won’t fight with her
anymore for that.” But they all should have
known better, for he added, “I shall fight over
something else”.
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They reached Chehek’s house. Her father opened the door.
Even Sunil, the mummy, couldn’t contain his excitement. “Uncle, we
found a definite cure.” He was most surprised to hear this. He was
wondering what Sunil was talking about. Chehek had also come out on
hearing their voices. She quickly realized that they were talking about
her mother’s TB. She guessed something was up. Her father asked
Sunil to repeat what he was saying.

Kuchi came to rescue the situation. “Uncle, we found a
definite cure for TB”. Soon Ali & Badri gushed.

“Uncle, DOTS!”

“Uncle, it is a 6 months formula.”
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Sunil tried to save the situation. “Uncle, please don’t get
angry. Nurse Leela in the dispensary told us about TB. She
said she will help Chehek’s mother also.”

Badri added, “And with zero money.” Sometimes Badri got
so carried away with his formulae that he quite forgot that
adults don’t go to school any more and are not so good with
formulae.  Ali had to help, “He means for free.”

Surprise had still not left Chehek’s father: “Who told you
Chehek’s mother has TB?” Chehek’s face paled. She feared
her father would get angry with her for telling her
friends. Kuchi was smart though. “Uncle anyone with cough
for 3 weeks or more should get investigated for TB. We
heard her cough the other day we were here.”

Chehek’s father smiled. He knew the children were trying
to cover up. And, of course, he guessed who told them
what. He ran his hand over Chehek’s head and said: “Your
friends are naughty, but good. They are concerned about
you.” Turning to the children, he said, “Thank you kids. We
shall go to the dispensary tomorrow.”
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The next time Mishti fairy came, Kuchi hugged her
with delight. “Mishti, Chehek is staying here. You did
a wonderful thing by telling me about DOTS. Her
mother is improving.”

Mishti only smiled. She said very knowingly, “DOTS is
a definite cure for TB.”
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Kuchi said, “I think I will start calling you DOTS
fairy”. Both laughed. They had lots of fun that night
with Bo-bo the bear, Biggie the elephant, Kutta the
dog and Molly the doll.

At school too, all five friends are together again…..
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They continue
with their pranks
and have fun. And if
they see anyone coughing,
they ask if the cough is for
3 weeks or more and then you
can see them advising about
sputum examination, treatment
under observation
and DOTS.
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They have become TB experts of
the school. What about you?
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